Welcome to Exchange Station
All Public Health Institute visitors must first sign in at the
Exchange Reception desk. You then have two options:

Entrance 02

Entrance 03

Exchange
Reception Desk

Entrance 03: Going through these
barriers takes you directly to the
LJMU reception area, who will
then contact the person you’re
visiting to come and collect you.
If you’ve been informed that your
meeting is taking place in one of
our ground floor meeting rooms
then you can access these directly
from this entrance.

Entrance 02: This is the entrance you need to take if you’d prefer
to make your own way directly to the Public Health Institute.
We’re located on the west side of the building, so you’ll need to
follow the instructions below to find us.

1. After you’ve gone through the barriers, do not use the first set
of stairs or lifts, instead go through the corner door.
2. Staying on the ground floor, follow the corridor round.
3. On reaching the end of the corridor, go through the double
doors to enter the west lobby area.
4. From this lobby, take the lift or stairs to the third floor.
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5. On reaching the third floor, turn right and you’ll see the
entrance to the Public Health Institute.
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Travelling to Exchange Station
Public Health Institute, Liverpool John Moores University,
Exchange Station, Tithebarn Street, Liverpool, L2 2QP
We’re a located in Liverpool city centre and close to Merseyrail’s Moorfields station. If you’re driving, we
have a small number of spaces for visitor car parking, but please contact us first as these must be booked in
advance.

•

If you’ve arranged to park here at Exchange Station then the car park
entrance is located around the corner on Pall Mall.

•

Drive down the ramp, and press the intercom to get through the barrier

•

You will need to park in the correct numbered space that you’ve been
allocated. Most of the LJMU spaces are within this first area.

•

After you’ve parked, look for the doors sign posted Main Reception,
come up to the ground floor and sign in at the main reception desk.

LJMU spaces

Reception

